Effect of SsrA (tmRNA) tagging system on translational regulation in Streptomyces.
ssrA genes encoding tmRNA with transfer and messenger RNA functions are ubiquitous in bacteria. In a process called trans-translation, tmRNA enters a stalled ribosome and allows release of the original mRNA, then tmRNA becomes the template for translation of a short tag that signals for proteolytic degradation. We provide here the first evidences that the tmRNA tagging system (ssrA and cohort smpB) is active in Streptomyces. Transcription of the genes was shown and construction of a genetic probe allowed detection of a tmRNA-tagged peptide. Obtention of ssrA and smpB mutants of Streptomyces lividans showed that the ssrA system is dispensable in Streptomyces. Morphologies of the mutants colonies were similar to the wild type, thus tmRNA-mediated tagging does not seem to have, under conditions used, a significant effect in the Streptomyces differentiation.